
SHORTCAKE REVERSIBLE ROMPER 

STITCHERS QUEST 

MAY 15, 2021 – 10:30 

INSTUCTOR- TERRY LINNELL 

SUPPLIES LIST 

 Pattern 

 2 Coordinating materials amount determined by size chosen and Pattern ease the length of 

one of fabrics. 

Coordinating thread- recommend Metler- top stitching the leg bindings so it will show. 

Straight  Pins,  Pencil, sharp fabric scissors, paper scissors, seam ripper, sliding sewing gauge 

and chop stick or long tweezers for turning sharp corners inside out 

12-18” ruler--if you are a quilter and like to cut with a rotary cutter and mat you are welcome to 

bring them because some of the pattern can be cut that way. 

Iron 

Sewing Machine-Clean and oil your machine if possible and put in a new needle. 

Once you have decided on size of garment, purchase two complimentary fabrics because the 

underside material will accent the outer.  Read through the pattern- it has wonderful 

illustrations.  Trace the pattern pieces onto pattern ease so you will not be cutting the original 

pattern. I use a pencil so it will not bleed through but lay the traced piece on your fabric to 

make sure you can see the lines- you may need to use a black marker.  PLEASE DO NOT CUT THE 

PATTERN EASE OR THE PATTERN OUT.  We will review how to read a pattern and make sure all 

the symbols are copied before we lay out and pin.  This is a multi sized pattern that I know you 

will want to make again in other sizes.  We will me making the romper and with the skills 

learned you will easily make the cute dress.  If you are having questions about what to trace I 

will help you in class. 

Wash , dry  and iron your fabric - if possible in unscented detergent. 

Looking forward to meeting you and to seeing pictures of the special girl you are making this 

romper for modeling your work!!  

 


